REFORD members celebrate European Forest Week 2013

The National Association of Private Forest Owner from Macedonia, one of the REFORd's member associations, will contribute to the Forest Week celebrated across the globe by organizing a Forest Festival in Macedonia.

Forest Fest 2013 –under the slogan “Every tree has its own family” will take place in Berovo, Macedonia on 07-08 of December, aiming to promote family forestry highlighting the contribution of forests, forest products and services to a green economy.

This is the first Forest Festival organized in Macedonia including forest contest, educative part, children forestry activities, music, testing local food and many different forest products.

The festival is organised in partnership with the National association of private forest owners in Macedonia (NAPFO), Municipality of Berovo and supported by CNVP.

REFORD member organizations from Bulgaria, Kosovo and Albania are invited to participate on the Festival and share good experiences on the multiple services forests contribute to our daily lives.